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EDITORIAL 

Focused on Archery

Welcome to Archery Focus! 

I am proud to introduce you to a new educational, recreational 
archery publication for everyone. Archery Focus is your 
connection to all venues of archery; Olympic, 3-D, field, youth, 
bowhunting and much, much more.

Archery Focus brings you, the archer, whether you’ve just 
picked up a bow for the first time or have shot more arrows than 
you can count, valuable information about the various types and 
forms of archery styles and equipment that is not always easy to 
find. In addition, Archery Focus shares many other helpful tips 
that can improve your shooting skills.

At Archery Focus, we want to help you find your way through the maze of archery information so 
that you continue with your archery desire. There are many organizations out there that would love to 
see you get more involved in archery. We would too!! Archery is fun! Archery is for everyone!! And, 
archery can be very fulfilling if you know where to go and how to get involved with the style(s) that 
interests you.

Archery is a year-round sport and one that many people, including myself, enjoy. I personally find 
pleasure in bowhunting. I believe that it does not matter what style you prefer as long as you are 
shooting a bow and arrow and having fun.

I invite you to share the information and excitement you receive about archery with all your friends, 
family and archery club members. There are many fun opportunities and experiences under the 
archery umbrella and at Archery Focus we want you to share them with everyone. Let’s work 
together for total archery growth.

Don’t forget to turn in the yearly subscription card if you haven’t already. In each bi-monthly issue, 
Archery Focus plans to bring the events, the styles, the forms and the images all together in one 
publication for easy access. You won’t want to miss an issue.

I am very interested in hearing from you. How can Archery Focus help you and your friends pursue 
your archery desires? Please send me your comments to: Archery Focus Magazine, P.O. Box 



271104, Salt Lake City, UT 84127-1104.

At Archery Focus, we are “Focus”ed on your archery interests.

Kris Facer
Editor, Archery Focus Magazine



SPECIAL FEATURE 

Archery, the Internet, and You
by George Tekmitchov

 

The Internet has long been a great source for hard-to-find 
information on various topics.

Today, archers have literally thousands of information sources on 
their sport accessible with a few mouse clicks. It’s great to be able 
to download a picture of Justin Huish or get the IBO rules from 
your keyboard. But as we will see, there can be such a thing as too 
much information, and not all of the information available is 
accurate or timely. So let’s look at some ways to make the search 
a little easier.

Archery on the Internet “lives” in two distinct areas - the World Wide Web (WWW) and the Usenet, 
also known as Newsgroups. While these are both part of the Internet they are vastly different in both 
content and presentation.

Usenet, spam and you
There are currently two archery related Usenet “discussion groups” on the Internet. Unlike IRC Chat 
or other real time chat channels on the internet, Usenet involves a participant leaving a message, 
often a question about something, then waiting for a few days as other readers add their input to the 
discussion. The two groups are in the alternative and recreational hierarchies, alt.archery and 
rec.sport.archery. Of the two, rec.sport.archery is the ‘official’ usenet group in the sense that it is 
available on many more services than the alt.archery group. The two groups largely duplicate each 
other, though, with rec.sport.archery items frequently cross posted to the alt.archery group and vice-
versa. These groups are frequented by the full spectrum of the archery community from beginner to 
Olympic champions, and longbow to compound shooter.

Because of this, there’s often some conflict and strong opinion expressed on these groups. 
Unfortunately both groups, especially alt.archery, are filled with “spam”, unsolicited advertising that 
has become the bane of the Net. Even worse, should you post to the groups your e-mail box is likely 
to become filled with “spam” within a few days.

While some good information can often be found on the Usenet archery groups, they should be 
looked at as more entertainment than a way to get good information. The exception to this is in what 
is known as FAQ’s. These compilations of “Frequently Asked Questions” and answers are usually 
well put together and very informative for beginners. FAQ’s on subjects ranging from Kyudo to 



Olympic shooting appear about once a month on each group and are well worth looking at.

Caught in the Web
The World Wide Web’s greatest strength, and greatest weakness, is the sheer volume of available 
information out there. It’s easy to get lost in all that information, and hard to find specific things 
unless you know what you are looking for and how to look for it. That’s where search services come 
in handy. There is no “best” search service. For example, Alta Vista, run by Digital Equipment 
Corporation, is one of the most powerful search services, but input “archery” and you’ll get 
thousands of hits, too many to actually look at. Alta Vista becomes much more useful when you use a 
few tricks such as using a hyphen between key words to force the search to hit ONLY the words 
juxtaposed by the hyphen, e.g. Olympic-Archery will only return hits on Olympic Archery, while 
Olympic Archery separated by a space will return hits for Olympic and Archery separately. A highly 
recommended search service besides Alta Vista is Excite, which uses ‘fuzzy logic’ to find what 
you’re looking for. Just plug in a string of search terms, such as “Longbow Shooting in Africa” and 
this service will return hits along with a percent probability that the hit is what you are looking for. 
The key to using any search service is to learn how it works and how to frame inquiries to “separate 
the wheat from the chaff”. And there is LOTS of chaff out there.

Fortunately, you are not limited to having to search on your own for good information on the 
Internet. Several archery related sites have compiled lists of good pages on archery, all connected 
with hyperlinks. One of my favorites is Sagittarius, run by the Sagittarius Archery Club in the 
Netherlands. This page contains loads of interesting information and lots of pointers to other places. 
Even better, the Sagittarius web site reviews these other places for content and interest level. The 
URL for the links page at Sagittarius is:

http://snt.student.utwente.nl/~sagi/

Besides the club and individual web sites, major archery firms and organizations are getting “on the 
net”. Hoyt, PSE, Martin, Bear/Jennings and other manufacturers all have sites with lots of 
information about their products. The National Archery Association of the United States and the 
NFAA both have web sites, and FITA has plans for one in the future.

The Internet can be a medium for archers around the world to get together and “see” what is going 
on, share tournament results, equipment opinions, technique, or just simply be social.

With explosive growth, more and more people getting connected, and cheaper access, the Internet is 
here to stay, and more and more about archery will be on the Internet. But, as you surf, remember 
once in a while to pick up your bow, go outside, and shoot!

http://snt.student.utwente.nl/%7Esagi/


SPECIAL FEATURE 

Did you Know?...
by Jennifer Furrow

... the longbow only lasted as a weapon of war until 1610? The popular firearm was rising quickly so 
as to fade out the archery artillery. And what archer in those times didn’t want to try the newly 
popular weapons, have the desire to be in fashion, and going with the crowd is part of human nature. 
People started imagining the bow to be of no use. They felt that when the bullet hit armor it could 
penetrate and make a dangerous wound.

In 1589, the Council (in England) decided that archers were no longer needed in standard company 
organization. They ordered all archers to be converted to firearms, requiring only the large in stature, 
and strong in build, and ones who could shoot a good strong shot, to remain as the elite few. There 
were no more than 100 archers who were competent. But soon after they were organized Sir Henry 
Redecliff found the hundred strong garrison to be the worst he had seen. Not only were the archers 
found to be inefficient, there were also many disabilities of the firearm weapons. The match must be 
well twisted and dry. Weapons must be cleaned and not overcharged. Bullets were sometimes 
discharged with only half the powder burnt. The long ritual of first placing the bullet on top of the 
charge, the plug pressed down with a ramrod to insure the bullet was close to the powder. Touch-
powder had to be put into the pan, and the match in the cock. Even after all this, the powder might be 
blown away, or the light of the match might have given the gunman away in the dark.

However, the only imperfection with the bow might be the breaking of the bow or string. But the care 
was so special that the longbow in pastimes seldom broke. Bowmen used a combination of rosin, 
wax, and tallow to coat their bows. The strings were made of a durable hemp with a type of water 
glue to resist wetness. While the gunman shot one shot, the archers had already let off six arrows.

In the London city guilds, the Bow-makers, Fletchers, and Stringers were petitioning about the 
neglect of archery. The outcome was this; once a year the captains were to lead their men onto the 
specified archery field to compete for money prizes. It seemed that archery was only kept alive to 
continue employment for those in the archery guilds. But archery soon became a popular pastime, a 
recreation, but only for the upper class. This is where we now find ourselves, with archery as a 
recreation.

Did the fall of the longbow come too soon? This question is commonly asked by historians. The 
longbow was definitely outclassed by the firearm, thus resulting in the fall of the ever popular 
longbow. The archers needed a great deal of practice and skill, unlike the popular firearm. Whether 
the archers were happy or sad to follow the progression of the firearm, it was inevitable. Even the 
finest archer longed to at least try the newly famous weapon. So in answering the question if the use 
of the longbow as a weapon of war came to an end too soon, we will never know.



SPECIAL FEATURE 

Bow Tuning Made Easy

by Frank J. Pearson

 

Before you can begin tuning your bow, you need to set your bow 
to the poundage and draw length desired. Check the wheels to 
make sure that they are loose. The axles must be checked to make 
sure they are straight.

The first step in tuning your bow is to set the wheel timing at “0” 
tiller. This should be done with the bow at full draw. After the 
wheel timing is set, shoot a few ends (20 arrows) to see how it’s 
aiming. While shooting these ends keep in mind you are only 
concerned with how the bow is aiming not how it’s grouping.

If the bow is not aiming reasonably well, put a 1/4 turn on the top 
limb bolt. If the aiming hasn’t improved, keep doing this until 
you’ve put a full turn on the top limb. If you still haven’t found 
the spot where the bow aims better than ever, put the tiller back to 
“0” and try putting turns on the bottom limb a 1/4 turn at a time. 
One of these positions should give you a good aiming bow.

Once your bow is aiming you can begin tuning. Shoot a few ends 
and note the groups you are shooting. If your group is in a vertical 
line, move the nocking point up or down until the group is no 
longer vertical. If your group is in a horizontal line, play with the 
center shot by moving your rest until the arrows group.

Tiller Adjustments
Tiller is the distance between the bowstring and each limb 
measured at the point where each limb meets the riser. It is 
recommended that you initially adjust your bow’s tiller so that 
both the upper and lower measurements are identical. Tiller 
adjustment is accomplished by turning the limb weight adjustment 
bolts on one or both limbs. To increase tiller on one limb, turn the 

weight adjustment bolt outward (counter-clockwise). To decrease tiller tun the bolt inward 
(clockwise).



PRODUCT REVIEW 

The Easton Shaft Selector “Plus”™

by Rick McKinney

 

For many years people have depended on the Easton Arrow Chart 
to determine what size arrow shaft they needed. This chart worked 
well for many archers and dealers alike. However, today’s 
equipment has made the Easton Arrow Chart very challenging for 
many to read and understand due to all of the variables that 
should be known in order to select the right size arrow. Easton 
recognized the challenges that faced the many people trying to 
read the chart. In order to make the selection of arrows easier 
and more understandable Easton developed the Technical 

Bulletins. These Bulletins were a great source of information, but required a lot of concentrated 
reading and understanding. Easton continued to provide the Selection Chart in many areas and 
many ways (including their catalogs, distributors catalogs, counter top place mats) but the bottom 
line was that you still needed to understand how to use the chart in order to fully utilize it effectively.

Easton’s new software program titled Easton Shaft Selector “Plus”™ (SSPlus) solves many of the 
difficulties faced by the archer and dealer. And it is not just a simple little arrow chart. The program 
includes a Kinetic Energy and F.O.C. Calculator, a Trajectory Reference and lots of technical 
information about tuning, arrow specifications, tolerances, full length of the many different shafts 
and all components that can be used with each shaft size including nocks, Uni bushings, points and 
inserts. Is it confusing? I don’t think so. As a matter of fact it clears up some of the muddy water 
when people are recommending so many different set-ups. The program guides you through each 
area simply and effectively.

The SSPlus is so user 
friendly that all you 
need to do to start it up 
is slip the disk in the 
disk drive and it 
immediately takes you 
through the steps of how 
to download the 
program on your hard 
drive. It took me a total 
of 2 minutes to have it 
installed and up and 



 

running. I have 
Windows95. It is also 
compatible with 
Windows 3.1. The cost 
of the SSPlus program is 
very reasonable, listing 
at $18.00. It is very hard 
to find a good quality 
software program for 
that price in any area 
including games!

The software program is 
packaged with some 
great graphics depicting 
hunting and target. 
Although the Kinetic 

Energy and Trajectory references are more specific to hunting, they are fun to see what your 
equipment set-up is capable of doing. It also gives you a good indication of your estimated speed and 
how much of a drop you have on arrow flight at various distances. Great for 3-D archers and FITA 
Field shooters who have to deal with unmarked distances.

 

When using the arrow chart area all you 
need to do is point and click. You 
determine what you are shooting. Like is 
this for hunting or target? Do you use 
compound or recurve? Release aid or 
finger shooter? How much of an over draw 
do you have? Is your bow length less than 
43"? Do you use Fast Flight or Dacron? 
What type of Cam/ Wheel do you use? 
What pound bow do you shoot, arrow 
length, draw length and point weight (the 
point weight is for hunting only. I am not 
sure the reason why)?

The Help system is simple to follow, especially if you are not sure of something. Take for instance 
Arrow Length as opposed to Draw Length can be confusing for most people. Just click on Help and it 
gives you a list of help areas such as “Variables to the Standard Setup”. It takes you to a list of items 
again like Arrow Length and Draw Length. In Arrow Length, you just click “Arrow Length” and the 
definition is given. When you click Draw Length you get the draw length definition.

When you make minor adjustments to the chart, like increasing poundage a couple of pounds or 



increasing point weight five grains, the chart readjusts itself to the new specifications. You can also 
print this information out if you want a hard copy.

There is a Shaft Specification section that gives you all the specs you could ever ask for on each 
arrow type (A/C/C, Eclipse, etc.) and then the sizes are given plus you can get those specifications as 
well.

In the F.O.C. Calculator and Kinetic Energy program you can learn about Front of Center, why it is 
important, recommended percentages for various arrow set-ups, plus it gives you the formula if you 
would like to calculate it yourself. The program automatically calculates what information you give 
it, however, some people like to calculate the answers in their own way. The Kinetic Energy program 
asks for Total Grain Weight of your Arrow Shaft and Speed (Feet per Second) and it calculates the 
Kinetic Energy for you and gives you picture details of what type of game that is recommended with 
your setup. These are only recommendations, but they do give you a good idea of the parameters you 
should consider for hunting. The Help feature gives a simple explanation of what Kinetic Energy is 
and what it does for you.

 

The Trajectory Reference gives you information 
of what type of trajectory you can expect from 
shooting your setup. All you need is Velocity 
(Feet per Second), Arrow Weight and the 
distance you expect to shoot. The Instructions 
section is the same as the Help sections in the 
other programs. It gives you all the help and 
recommendations that you could ask for and 
even a little advertisement for a poster at the 
end.

There is a Technical Information section which 
gives you Easton Shaft Specifications, Shaft Selection Charts-Help and Bow Tuning. The bow tuning 
information is excellent for a good basic setup. The Paper Tuning, Bare Shaft Tuning and Broadhead 
Tuning should get you started in the right direction. Easton has a new Tuning and Maintenance 
Guide they offer in this section for you to purchase if you want more detail on tuning. It would be a 
good investment if you are serious about fine tuning your equipment.

Summary. The Easton Shaft Selector Plus™ is an excellent tool for reference. It should answer about 
90% of your questions when setting up your equipment. Although not entirely perfect, the program is 
well worth the expense. Give it a try and I am sure you will not be disappointed.



RECURVE TECH 100 

Purchasing Your First Olympic Style Bow

by Jennifer Furrow

 

As a beginning archer there are many decisions that need to be 
addressed before the final purchase of your first bow. “What type of 
bow should I shoot?” is a question commonly asked. 

The first thing to think about is whether you want to go to either an 
archery pro shop, or a mass merchandise store (like a sporting goods 
store, WalMart, KMart, etc.). There are two important differences 
between the mass merchandise store and an archery pro shop. The first 
is employee knowledge. The employees in a pro shop are generally 
more willing to spend the time explaining the differences about bows. 
They are experts in the field of archery. They have a tremendous 
amount of resources available to you such as locations of 
competitions, organizations and coaches. The network of archery 
related people is rather large. A mass merchandise employee has a lot 
of general information in many different sports such as tennis, 
basketball, golf, etc., along with archery. This limits the amount of 
information you would receive from this person. The second 
importance is the pro shop will have a larger and more specialized 
selection of equipment. This gives you many more options and a 
stronger possibility of selecting the proper equipment that fits you. 
There you will find an expert who has helped others find their first 
bow. Generally, the prices might be a little higher, but the selection 
and help will be more valuable. As the old saying goes, “You get what 
you pay for”.

Before purchasing your bow it is a good idea to understand the basics 
of form. Form is important in order to get the proper bow weight and 
arrow length. Using good form will help give you a more accurate 

estimate on these two important items. The archery shop generally offers lessons, which are highly 
recommended in order to get started off right. Equipment rental is common in many archery lanes. 
You need to understand the basics first and taking lessons will help. Learning the proper way to shoot 
in the beginning saves time and money in the future. You can also learn on your own, but its more 
difficult and frustrating not knowing what to do. Another disadvantage of learning on your own is 
that you might find out later that you don’t have proper form. You then would have to go back and 
relearn the right way.



 

Prior to shooting you will need to test for eye dominance. This 
will determine whether you will shoot right or left handed. If 
your right eye is dominant, then you should shoot right handed. 
If the left eye is the strongest, then left handed will be 
recommended. How you check for eye dominance is place one 
hand over the other with your thumbs touching. This will form 
almost a triangle. Extend your hands out fully in front of you. 
While looking through this opening you have created with your 
hands pick out an object in the distance, like a picture or 
doorknob. While still looking through this opening, bring your 
hands toward your face. When your hand touches your face, the 
opening will be in front of the dominant eye. If you are not sure 
which eye is dominant, have someone assist you so they can 
observe which is the dominant eye. It is very important to use the dominant eye.

Next is to look at the types of bows available. There are two major types: the take-down bow and the 
single-piece bow. For an archer who is growing, both in strength and height, the takedown bow 
would be a financial advantage. It may be more expensive in the beginning, but as you are able to 
draw more weight you will want to increase the poundage. You can purchase new limbs with a 
takedown bow, instead of buying a complete new bow like the single-piece.

The 
archery 
range 
should 
have a 
few bows 
that you 
can pull 
back. 
This will 
help you 
to see 
what 
kind of 
bow 
weight 
you 
should 
shoot. 
The 
poundage 



 

is all 
dependent 
on you, 
as an 
individual. 
You 
should 
shoot as 
much 
poundage 
as you 
can 
control. 
Remember 
that you 
need to 
be 
comfortable 
with the 
weight. 
Your 
form will 
be very 
difficult 
to perfect 
if you get 
too much 
poundage. 
On the 
bottom 
limb, or 
right 
under the 
grip, you 
will see 
the 
poundage 
and 

length of the bow. Pull back a few different weight ranges of bows (i.e., 15 lbs., 20 lbs., 25 lbs., etc.) 
until you find a weight that is comfortable to you.

Knowing whether you are shooting for recreation or competition will help you to know how much or 
how often you will be shooting. If you feel like you will be shooting often, consider getting a bow 



with weight adjustability. This will help you shoot the same bow comfortably for a long period of 
time. The more you shoot, the stronger you will become. Thus you will be able to shoot more 
poundage over time.

The next step is to determine your draw length. The draw length also serves as an estimate of arrow 
length. The quickest way to get this is to take a yardstick and put it in the middle of your chest. 
Stretch both arms out to a comfortable length touching the yardstick with your fingertips extended. 
The length that you have stretched to is an approximation of your actual draw length.

Another important factor in selecting the right bow for you is bow length. Manufacturers have 
suggested bow lengths which match certain ranges of draw lengths. These figures can be acquired 
from a pro shop employee. A good rule of thumb is the following:

 

64" - up to 27"
66" - 24" to 29"
68" - 27" to 31"
70" - from 29" up

Prices are dependent on the style and 
quality of the bow. Most wood risers 
range from approximately $100 - $400. 
While an entry level metal (riser) 
ranges from $200 - $600. This is why 
whether knowing if you are shooting recreation or competition helps.

With the key bow parameters (Bow weight, Draw length, Bow length) and your price range, the local 
pro shop expert should be able to help you choose a bow that is right for you.

Review of steps to purchasing your first bow with the help of a knowledgeable expert:

• Go to a reputable dealer
• Know if you are shooting right or left handed 
• Practice and understand basic shooting form 
• Find a comfortable draw weight
• Determine approximate draw length
• Based on draw length, use manufacturer’s suggested bow length
• Know your price range
• Choose make, model and style of bow 
• Purchase your bow!!

Good luck & good shooting!!



SPECIAL FEATURE 

  

Youth Archery Camping

by Marcia Wyman, 
Co-Founder of the New England School of Archery and Level 
IV National Coach under the National Archery Association

It was in 1861 that the first summer camp experience took 
place in the United States. The location was Long Island 
Sound. The participants were students and headmaster 

Frederick William Gunn of the Gunnery School in Connecticut. 

After a 40 mile hike, the group camped in imitation of the Civil War soldiers. During the day the 
boys participated in sports. Evenings were spent around the camp fire telling stories and singing 
songs.

From this beginning sprang the camp movement, which today has over 10,000 residential and day 
camps. Major locations include: New England, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, 
Minnesota, Texas and California. Organized camping today has more formats than the traditional one 
of children being supervised by adults while living in the woods. Today’s descriptions include such 
areas as: family, travel, primitive, specialty and church camps.

The American Camping Association (A.C.A.), 
which is over 75 years old, is recognized in the 
camping community for its standards on safety, 
personnel training and program format guidelines. If 
you are looking for a camp that offers Archery as 
part of its curriculum, check to see if it belongs to 
the ACA An Archery program at an ACA accredited 
camp will have a certified archery instructor who 
has completed both a written and a teaching 
demonstration skills test under the standards of the 
National Archery Association. The camp’s 
equipment and range layout will also adhere to high 
standards. Call the ACA at (317)342-8456 for 
listings.

Should you be unable to find an ACA camp, consider the following areas carefully before signing 



your child into the program:

1) Camp Instructors:
Have the instructors received training through the National Archery Association (N.A.A.) or the 
National Field Archery Association (N.F.A.A.)?

2) Class Size: 
Is there an instructor for every 6 campers? Does the camp have enough equipment so that all 
participants can shoot at the same time?

3) Range Safety: 
Is there a shooting line? Are safety rules posted? Is 
there a bench for campers to sit until the signal is 
given that the range is clear and it is time to retrieve 
their arrows? Are targets set-up in front of a bank in 
order to catch stray arrows?

4) Equipment:
Bows: Look for a camp that has wood recurve bows 
from 15-25 pounds. Fiberglass bows in the 15-25 
pound range are second best. If compound bows are 
used, make sure they are available in a variety of 
draw lengths to shoot and enjoy.
Arrows: Aluminum or fiberglass arrows are best. 
Wood arrows are not recommended because of 
warping and high breakage.
Finger Tabs and Arm Guards: All campers should have both a tab and arm guard to avoid bruising of 
fingers and to protect the bow arm from the slap of the string.
Targets: Targets made from Ethafoam are best. However, hay is o.k.

5) Program Format: 
Ask if the camp is a member of the National Archery Association’s Junior Olympic Program or the 
Camp Achievement Program. Both programs help campers set goals, see improvement and enjoy 
competition.

In regards to a specialty camp that has Archery as its main focus, several places in New England are 
under development. The best know Archery Camp was The World Archery Center in Pomfret, 
Connecticut, which for 55 years, offered instruction and coaches certification. When Mrs. Edward 
Miller, its co-founder and director, retired at age 82 in 1992, many T.W.A.C.-ers desired to continue 
the tradition. To this end, you may be able to find an Archery Camp that is run by a graduate of The 
World Archery Center. Call the New England School of Archery at (603)224-5768 for a listing. 



If your child is over 12 years of age, is a member of 
the National Archery Association’s Junior Olympic 
Archery Development (J.O.A.D.) Program, and has 
attained the rank of “Archer”, he/she may qualify to 
attend the one week summer archery instructional 
program held at either the Lake Placid, New York 
Olympic Training Center or the ARCO Training 
Center in Chula Vista, California. Participants must 
have their own equipment and have competed in a 
state, regional or national competition the preceding 
year.

New this year, Texas A & M University in College 
Station, Texas, is offering a one week program. 
Participants must be 12-17 years of age. They do not 
need to be a member of the N.A.A. nor do they need 
equipment or experience. To sign up or for more 
information on this one week program, call the 
National Archery Association at (719)578-4576. 
Registration is limited.

For more information on a Youth Archery 
Camp in your area, call the American 
Camping Association at (317)342-8456. And, 
for a Youth Archery Camp more specifically 
in the New England area call the New 
England School of Archery at (603)244-5768 
for a listing.



COMPOUND TECH 100 

The Importance of Proper Arrow Selection

by Dave Feil

Selecting the correct arrow for your bow is the most important decision you have to make when putting your archery 
package together. Purchasing a bow that has the correct draw length and a weight that you can shoot consistently is 
important. However, using arrows that are not stiff enough for your bow’s weight, draw length and wheel type will 
not allow you to ever achieve straight arrow flight. Without the correct arrow size and stiffness, no amount of bow 
adjustment or tuning will correct the poor arrow flight. 

When your bow is pulled to full draw and released, the holding weight of the bow is transferred to the arrow as the 
bow string starts to push the arrow forward and causes the arrow to bend. A slight amount of arrow bend is normal 
But if the arrow is too soft and bends too much, it will fishtail (wave left and right for a finger release) or porpoise 
(hop up and down for a mechanical release) on its flight to the target.

Not too long ago an arrow size was selected by the length of the arrow and the bow’s maximum weight. Now you 
have to consider the arrow length, point weight, the bows maximum and holding weight, wheel type, and your 
release style. Each of these factors will tend to weaken the arrow and cause poor flight if a stiff enough arrow is not 
selected.

With the demand for high speed bows, lighter weight arrows are used to gain arrow speed. There are many arrows 
available with thin walls to decrease arrow weight and still maintain correct stiffness by increasing the arrows 
outside diameter. Larger diameter arrows will also compensate for more radical wheel types with higher let off 
percentages. Using overdraws and shortening the arrow length will stiffen the arrow and allow smaller diameter 
arrows to be used, but the arrow size must still be within a narrow range for the new requirements.

The first time arrow buyer should work directly with a dealer to make sure the correct arrow size is purchased. 
Easton Technical Products and other arrow manufacturers offer arrow selection charts, and if followed exactly 
should allow you to select the correct arrow size for your bow setup. The charts can be confusing and if all 
requirements are not figured correctly can cause an arrow selection that is not correct. In most cases, when a bow is 
being set up and the arrow flight is poor, the problem is usually the choice of the arrow size. Your local archery 
dealer can eliminate any arrow selection problems by making sure the arrows chosen are correct for straight arrow 
flight
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Personal Training Programs

by Courtney Kane

In the natural development of learning a new sport, there 
is always something driving us to excel to the next level 
and improve our skills. Archery is a skilful and technical 
sport in so many ways that even the most developed and 
elite archers will say they are still learning how to master 
the game. It is the constant learning curve in archery that 
makes personal training programs so important to 
improving and building skills and performances. 

As an experienced archer coming from the Resident Athlete 
Program at the Olympic Training Center in San Diego, I can 

say from experience that a personal training program has successfully developed my archery skills to 
a higher level. Since joining the resident program in April, 1995, I won a Silver Medal at the 1995 
U.S. Olympic Festival and made the 1996 World Field Championship Team and the 1996 US 
Archery Team. I feel strongly that I would not have accomplished these goals without the direction, 
structure, and motivation from my personal training program.

When a personal training program is designed, the key idea to keep in mind is that it is customized 
for you. There are five elements to a personal training program: 1) Shooting, 2) Cardiovascular 
Training, 3) Mental Training, 4) Weight Training, and 5) Analysis. The intensity and emphasis on 
each can be determined by you, but all elements of the program should be covered.

The first step in creating a personal training program is to develop a training schedule. The schedule 
lists daily activities which may cover shooting times and number of arrows per session, 
cardiovascular training, and/or weight training. It is best to map out the daily activities on either a 
weekly or monthly calendar. Also keep in mind that the schedule should be developed around your 
goals and the time frame in which you have to achieve them. You will find that having a schedule to 
follow provides structure and motivation to your daily archery training.

ANALYSIS
The next step in a program is to create a training log to analyze your progress and efforts after each 
practice session. It is best to keep this fairly simple since it is something that is filled out on a daily 
basis. A training log can be as easy as writing in a journal or completing a form you create. I have 



done both in the past and I tend to like the 
consistency of filling out a basic form for 
daily practice sessions. I usually write in a 
journal about tournament and travel 
experiences. Here are a few good things to 
have in a training log form:

• Physical and Mental Attitude 
(during practice session)
• Goals (of practice session - should 
be broad and basic)
• Areas to Work on (this can be 
form, mental practice, etc. - should 
be more specific)
• Evaluation (of goals, form, 
attitude, etc.)
• Shooting Factors (distance/ round 
shot, arrows shot, 
conditions/surroundings)
• Accomplishments
• Physical/ Mental Training

SHOOTING
The shooting portion is obviously the most 
important aspect of the personal training 
program. There are a few questions to ask 
yourself before planning the structure of 
your practice sessions. The first thing to determine is what are your main goals and objectives in 
archery? Personal training programs can be structured for any type of archery goal such as becoming 
a Club or State Champion, making a World Championship team, or preparing for a 3-D tournament 
or hunting trip. Once you have determined your main goal, you now have the basis on which you can 
form your practice session goals. For example: If I have a goal of making a World Field 
Championship team, I will focus my practice sessions on guestimating distance and shooting uphill/ 
downhill angles. Many bowhunters have hunting goals and use 3-D archery tournaments as a practice 
method.

Determine the days, times, and location of your practice sessions and plan them out on your training 
schedule. Try to shoot rounds, distances, and locations similar to the tournament or surrounding for 
which you are preparing. Give yourself a set number of arrows to shoot each practice session and try 
to increase the numbers as you get stronger. Although you are giving yourself a goal of number of 
arrows to shoot, be sure to remember what counts is QUALITY, NOT QUANTITY! During practice 
be aware of what you are working on and stick to it.



There are two effective tools an archer can use in practice when they are working on technique and 
form. The first method is shooting on a blank bale at five meters. This allows an archer to completely 
focus on the feel and execution of each shot by removing the act of aiming. Another plus to this 
practice method is that it can be done just about anywhere as long as you have a target. Another 
practice method that can help clean up the release and follow through is shooting with the ForMaster. 
This device encourages a strong release through the resistance it gives upon shooting. You will 
almost certainly notice a difference on your first shot after using the ForMaster.

CARDIOVASCULAR TRAINING
Cardiovascular training is important for everyday 
physical well-being as well as it is for sport. In the 
last year and a half cardiovascular training has 
become a major part of my archery training and life. 
My typical schedule consists of running 3 
times/week for 30 minutes (an average of 3.5 miles). 
I run on roads, hills, and dirt paths for variety and 
occasionally enter a 5K or 10K race for FUN! Since 
my involvement with running I have seen the effect 
it has had on my body and mind and I now strongly 
encourage cardiovascular fitness to all archers.

Good cardiovascular fitness has a number of positive effects on the body. It decreases the heart rate, 
lowers body fat, and increases heart and lung capacity and function. In relation to archery, it also has 
many worthwhile benefits. Basic endurance during practice or competition is probably the most 
noticeable and valuable to an archer’s success. In extreme heat and humidity the cardiovascularly fit 
archer is better able to withstand the elements of the environment.

Cardiovascular training should be done 3-4 times a week for 20-30 minute sessions. The key 
objective during a cardio workout is to get your heart rate up to a level that is 65%-80% of your 
maximum heart rate. Your maximum heart rate is determined by subtracting your age from 220. To 
determine your resting or training heart rate place two fingers on the right side of your neck just 
below the corner of your jawbone. Count the number of beats in 10 seconds and multiply it by 6. 
This gives you the number of beats per minute. To determine the number of beats at a particular heart 
rate percentage, multiply your maximum heart rate by the percentage desired. For example, I want to 
find the number for 75% of my maximum heart rate. My age subtracted from 220 is 195. I multiply 
195 by .75 and get 146. When I take my pulse for ten seconds and multiply it by 6 and get a number 
around 146, I know my heart rate during my cardio workout was at 75% of my maximum heart rate. 
Be sure to measure your heart rate during or immediately after a workout to achieve the best reading 
of your training heart rate. It is important to the effectiveness of cardiovascular workouts that your 
heart rate during exercise remains within 65%-80% of your maximum.

Your level of cardiovascular fitness will determine the length, frequency, and type of exercise. If you 
are just beginning a personal training and cardio program it is important to start with walking. The 



first week of your program can be simply walking for 20-30 minutes, as long as it is a quick enough 
pace to get your heart rate up. As time progresses work in a little jogging or biking. For example, 
walk for 5 minutes, jog for 5 minutes and complete this rhythm for 20 minutes. The next week do the 
same rhythm for 25 minutes and so on. If jogging is too hard on your body biking, swimming, or 
jumping rope can be substituted as long as it is getting your heart rate up. As you build your 
cardiovascular capacity work in more jogging or another form of exercise and eventually you will be 
able to do it for 30 minutes.

MENTAL TRAINING
As an archer learns and improves upon the physical act of shooting they just as soon learn the mental 
capacity that is required. Many archers will agree that the sport is at least 70% mental and 30% 
physical. It is this ratio and the nature of the sport that makes mental training so important. The 
purpose of mental training is to build confidence and increase the comfort level in pressure situations. 
Clearly, it is the ultimate challenge in archery.

However, simply following a personal training program of shooting, cardiovascular exercise, 
weights, and analysis can be an effective mental training for any type of archery competition or 
event. If your body is in good shooting and physical shape it is that much easier to keep your mind in 
good shape. Just knowing in your own mind that you have trained in all ways can give you a mental 
edge over the competition.

Mental imagery and visualization is probably one of the most used tools in preparing the mind for a 
competition or situation in archery. This is done through a series of relaxation techniques and deep 
concentration. Visualization can help an archer become familiar and comfortable in a competitive 
situation through picturing the event in their mind while they are experiencing deep relaxation. The 
comfort and familiarity in turn can increase an archer’s confidence in that same situation. 
Visualization can be especially helpful if there is anxiety and a lack of confidence in a specific area 
that is impeding development or competitive experiences.

Mental fitness in archery has been studied extensively over the years to which many books have been 
written. Some books detailing mental training techniques worth looking into are Psyching for Sport 
by Terry Orlick, The Achievement Zone by Shane Murphy, and Peak Performance: Mental Game 
Plan for Maximizing your Athletic Potential by David R. Kauss.

WEIGHT TRAINING
The benefits of weight training can be seen and felt both physically and mentally. Weight training is 
very effective for building endurance in all archery related muscle groups as well as being an 
effective method of injury prevention. By strengthening the muscles they become less susceptible to 
being strained or overworked.

Weight training should be done 2-3 times a week, preferably after you have finished shooting for the 
day. I have found shooting after weight training is not as effective because the muscles are already 



tired. It is also best to lift weights on the days you 
are not doing any cardiovascular workout. This way 
you are not putting too much strain on your body at 
once.

Building muscular endurance through weight 
training is achieved by completing a higher number 
of repetitions of an exercise. To define the 
terminology used in weight training, a repetition is 
one completion of an exercise and a set is a group of 
repetitions. For archery related strength training the 
number of repetitions should be between 8 and 15, 
depending on the exercise. Some of the main areas 
to strengthen for archery are the core abdominals, 
lower back, and legs which give stability and 
endurance during the shot. Upper body exercises are 
helpful for injury prevention, additional strength, 
and balancing the development of the archery 
related muscles.

There are several exercises from which you can 
choose to develop a weight training program. In the 

early stages of your program be sure to maintain a balance between upper and lower body exercises 
and be sure to emphasize the abdominals and lower back. Start with two sets of 8-15 repetitions, 
depending on the exercise and muscle area. Here are a few exercises for archery strength training:

UPPER BODY
Bench Press/ Dumbbell Press
Lat Pulldown
Pull-up
Seated Row

LOWER BODY
Squat 
Calf Raise
Lunge
Leg/ Hamstring Curl
Leg Extension

ABDOMINALS
Crunches 
Toe Touch
Bicycles 
Leg Raise
Side Crunch

LOWER BACK
Bird Dog
Back Extension
Superman

Weight training is an exact science in which there are certain ways to perform the exercises. It is 
imperative to follow proper technique to prevent injury and effectively increase strength. Before 



beginning a weight program it is important to meet with a Strength and Conditioning Specialist to 
discuss the exercises and techniques. The information and exercises I have given you are only a basic 
introduction to a weight training program.

IT’S UP TO YOU NOW
Personal Training Programs are a helpful tool for motivating and guiding an archer through their 
training and life as well. If you have a personal coach, discuss your program with them as you put it 
together. It is also a good idea, after you have been on a program for a while, to review it and update 
any changes or goals.
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Field Archery Today
by Wally Rueger, 

Vice President
National Field Archery Association

Field archery? Yeah, I’ve heard of it. Most archers have. However, do you know what field 
archery is all about? 

First, we need to back up in time a little. Before the 1930’s, archers stood at a stake and shot arrows 
at a target placed out in an open field. They would walk to the target and pull the arrows and go 
through the process over and over until the required number of arrows were shot for that particular 
round. Then in the early 1930’s, a group of archers got together in California and decided they 
needed something more challenging. Why not set up targets at random with varying distances in 
different settings? Targets were set up in the woods, fields, hills and valleys in such a way that an 
archer was required to shoot a few arrows, advance to the next target, shoot again and so forth until 
he reached the end of the course. It grew into so much fun that other archery clubs joined in. There 
were no sights and all the rest of the equipment that we have on our bows today. It was just one 
shooting style; barebow. Targets were set at unmarked distances. A name was needed for this new 
sport of its time, so they called it “Field Archery”.

Interclub competition became popular. It soon 
became evident that the archers of the hosting clubs 
knew distances to the targets because they practiced 
the courses on a regular basis. Something had to be 
done to give visiting archers an equalizer. Clubs 
started offering a card showing distances to targets 
as an option to visitors. It wasn’t long and clubs 
started marking distances to the targets so that 
everyone would have an equal opportunity. By now 
the sport of field archery had spread over the entire 
country. A new governing body to regulate and 
standardize the sport was needed and in 1939 the 
National Field Archery Association (NFAA) was 
founded. The field round unit of fourteen targets was 
established with two units making one round. A total 
of twenty-eight targets are shot per round, with four 
arrows at each target, a possible 20 points per target. 
A perfect round is 560. Distances vary from twenty 
feet to eight yards. All NFAA field courses 
throughout the United States adopted the new field 



round standardization so that an archer shooting in 
California could compare his/her score with an 
archer from New York. With today’s modern, 
sophisticated equipment, many archers are achieving 
scores in an excess of 550 and yes, some shoot 
perfect 560 rounds.

It is a proven fact that participation in field archery 
enhances an archers skill with the bow and arrow. 
Why? Because it fine tunes shooting form, teaches 
mental discipline, and makes an archer aim at a spot. 
The proficient field archer is skilled in field, target 
and 3-D archery.

Field archery has gone beyond the shores of the 
United States. Countries in Europe, Australia, New 
Zealand, Africa and the Far East all participate in 
field archery and have formed an alliance called the 
International Field Archery Association. Every two 
years a World Field Archery Tournament is held. In 
1996, the United States was the host country with 
the tournament being held in Darrington, 

Washington. About 500 of the finest field archers 
from around the world participated in this tournament. The pageantry before and after the 
competition was spectacular. Many of the participants are funded by their governments. Two years 
from now, in 1998, the next World Championship will be held in New Zealand. At the World IFAA 
Tournament, teams also represent their countries. Each country wanting to participate names archers 
in different shooting styles to be on their team. The winning team is pronounced the Champion of 
Nations. In 1996, the United States achieved this honor.

Since the founding of field archery in the thirties, 
many changes have taken place. Where barebow 
was the only style, today we now have multiple 
divisions and styles to accommodate virtually every 
archer. Where there was only the field round, there 
are now other rounds such as the hunter round, the 
animal round and a number of other specialty 
rounds. Age groups have developed so that those 55 
and over do not have to compete with those under 
55. Young archers, under 18, are placed into specific 
age groups so that they too can enjoy the 
competition. The sport has grown into a truly family 
oriented form of recreation. The last NFAA National 



Tournament found twenty two percent of the archers of age fifty five and over, another 20 percent 
were seventeen and under. What a great way to get your children involved in a good, clean, healthy 
sport.

The NFAA is clearly the voice of field archery in the U.S. What once was a loosely organized group 
of clubs developed into what is now a Federation of States. Clubs charter with the NFAA within a 
State, then group together to form a State Association. The State Associations then affiliate with the 
NFAA through a charter. Each State elects a Director to represent it at the annual Board of Directors 
meeting. Thus input is derived from all parts of the country at Board of Director’s meetings. The 
process is completely democratic in that all states are represented and NFAA members have a voice 
through their State Director. Issues that require constitutional changes are decided on a weight ballot. 
That is, a State receives one vote for each 500 members, or fraction thereof, up to a maximum of five 
votes. From this process has evolved the set of rules and games played in field archery today. These 
rules and regulations are often used as guidelines for archery organizations outside of the NFAA.

Through the years, field archery has experienced some growing pains. At one time a big game 
program to track record size animals taken with the bow and arrow was kept at headquarters. The 
program blossomed and grew so quickly that it became difficult for the staff at headquarters to 
maintain it properly. Interested parties within the NFAA suggested that the program should become a 
separate entity. After considerable discussion among the directors, it was agreed that the program 
within the NFAA would be discontinued and allowed to be on its own. Thus, the Pope and Young 
club was formed.

NFAA was concerned with the proper education of bowhunters within its ranks. It was important that 
those going into the field to hunt with the bow and arrow should have a high degree of ethics and 
respect for the wildlife. A program of hunter education was therefore developed and pursued. Soon 
departments of natural resources in various States became aware of the program and asked to use the 
program or parts of the program within their States. Again, the demands on our headquarters staff 
became overwhelming. The program was released to be on its own as the current National 
Bowhunting Education Program.

For additional information about membership, call NFAA Headquarters at the toll free number in 
Redlands, California at 1-800-811-2331. Please feel free to visit the NFAA internet web site at: 
http://www.nfaa-archery.org/.

http://www.nfaa-archery.org/
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Kyudo, Japanese Archery
by Jennifer Furrow

The bow has been in Japan since prehistoric times. 
The Confucian belief was that you could tell the true 
characteristics of a person through their archery. 
This relationship to Confucianism was acquired 
through the relationship that China and Japan had in 
the fourth to ninth centuries. It is through these close 
contacts the Chinese have been able to form a 
lasting impact on Japanese archery. Confucian 
theory teaches that through diligent practice you will 
become morally good. 

Kyudo is a form of archery that has been influenced 
by Zen. This type of Japanese style archery is 
thought to have been a self improvement hobby. 
Many people see Kyudo as a type of religious 
release, others practice it as a way of life. 

The oldest of Japan’s traditional martial arts is 
Kyudo. Kyudo, the art of killing by the bow, and 
also a branch of ceremonial archery, descended from 

the Heki School of Kyujutsu. Kyujutsu, a martial art, embraces the spirit of Zen. One of the 
influences that Zen had on archery in Japan was in the training of warriors to actually be able to kill. 
Ceremonial archery, on the other hand, embraced the value of archery as an art form. The warrior 
class focused on using Kyujutsu as a martial technique as in actual warfare, whereas the court noble 
concentrated on ceremonial archery.

Toshizane Honda, a Kyudo instructor at Tokyo Imperial University, was accredited for saving 
Japanese archery due to the introduction of the firearm. The style created by Toshizane was well 
taken by the general public. The style was a combination of elements in the warrior and the court 
ceremonial style. He combined these two styles into a hybrid style known as the Honda Ryu (Honda 
Martial School). Kyudo, as opposed to Kyujutsu, became widely practiced in not only Japan, but 
internationally. In Japan Kyudo is practiced by 130,000 people. Outside of Japan, 15 countries in 
Europe, 6 states in America, and Australia all practice this spiritual art.

Kyudo develops the mind, as the archer searches for truths. If a beginning archer does not search for 
truth, he is not studying Kyudo. Some of the many traits of the beginning successful archer are: 
courage, patience, sincerity, commitment, and alertness.



To see Kyudo in demonstration, you would know that it is not a sport. It is not a martial art that earns 
belts for the degrees or rank you are at. Kyudo is a relationship you have with the bow, your mind, 
the arrow, and your body. It is a reflection of all these relationships.

The size of the bow and arrows depend on the size of the archer. Kyudo bows tend to be some of the 
largest in the world. And the arrows longer because when you are at full draw, your hand is actually 
behind your ear.

When students first begin to practice, they start with visualization, shooting the shots without 
equipment. The target is not important. Japanese Master Kanjuro Shibata illiterates that “In Kyudo 
you don’t try to hit the target...” You first must learn to communicate with your body and mind. 
“When you shoot, you can see the reflection of your mind, as in a mirror. The target is the mirror. 
When you release... you can see your own mind.”
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Selecting a Riser Design To Meet Your Needs
by Pro Shooter, Bobby Ketcher

There are many different riser designs available in 
the market today. But which one is right for you? 
This article should help you decide, Based on my 
experience as a 3-D professional, I feel the reflex 
design is the best all around design for 3-D 
competition. 

SPEED has become a big factor in the 3-D market and 
on the 3-D course. If you have a shorter draw length 
such as myself you will almost certainly have to select 
a reflex design. When selecting a reflex designed bow, 
there are a few factors to keep in mind. (1) Consider 
the length of the riser. You can figure this by 
measuring from the outside edge of one limb pocket to 
the opposite limb pocket. I try to stay over 20 inches 
long on my riser length. This will give you stability 
and the bow will aim better. (2) Consider the axle-to-
axle length. A longer axle-to-axle is very important for 
accuracy and forgiveness. I like 39-42” axle-to-axle 
length. Another benefit of a longer axle-to-axle bow is 
less string pinch on the arrow nock which will also add 
forgiveness to the bow.

BRACE HEIGHT. You should also pay attention to 
brace height when looking at a new riser design. To 
measure your brace height, measure from the throat of 
the grip to the string, or from the string to the center 
shot hole in your riser. I recommend 7-9 inches of 
brace height. If you have less, your bow might try to 
knock your arm off!!! Having a bow that hits your arm 
will leave you with all sorts of bad habits. You may 
also want to select a grip that fits your hand. I 
personally like a small narrow grip. With larger grips 
you will have a tendency to palm or torque the bow 
thus giving you left and right arrow problems. The 
small grip may not be as comfortable as you would 
like at first, but give it time and it will grow on you.



After all this talk about the reflex riser, you may think 
that I have something against the deflex design. Well, 
that’s not true. In fact, I won the 1994 IBO World 
Championship in the Men’s Pro Division shooting a 
deflex riser. But I compromised on speed. My deflex 
design bow was very accurate but it only shot 274 feet 
per second. This may or may not be a problem for you. 
If you have a 29 inch draw or more, you probably will 
not have problems with speed, and the deflex design 
may be the answer for you.

Now that you have an idea about choosing a riser 
design, let me give you some other specifications that I 
require when I select a bow for myself.

Riser Length - 20 plus inches (for 
stability)
Brace Height - 7-9 inches
Axle-to-Axle Length - 39-42 inches 
Speed at 5 grains per pound - (IBO 
legal) 270 fps minimum
Riser Length - 20 inches plus
Narrow Grip (will help left and right 
arrows)

It all depends on what level of archery you choose to 
participate in. You may not need a speed bow if you 
are going to shoot indoor spots or even for 
bowhunting. You may be starting out and just want to 
shoot in the backyard. Whatever the reason, buy a bow 
that fits your needs and it will be easier and more fun.





NEWS 

News

The Vegas Shoot

Magnus Pettersson of Sweden wins Again! Three years in a 
row!

Las Vegas - In February this year, Magnus Pettersson won 
his third consecutive Men’s Classic Championship Title. He 
was one of three Swedish archers who won at the Vegas 
Shoot. (Petra Ericsson and Jenny Sjowall of Sweden won the 
Women’s Unlimited and Classic Championship Titles). 
Roger Hoyle, a young archer based in Cedar City, Utah, won 
the Men’s Unlimited Championship Title beating out 
veterans Dee Wilde and Randy Ulmer. In the Bowhunter 

Championship Divisions, Ben Hobbs won the Unlimited division while Thomas Nothhelfer won the 
Limited division. If you would like a copy of the results, contact “The Vegas Shoot”, P.O. Box 
711604, Salt Lake City, UT 84171. Please include $2.00 for cost of printing and postage.

National Association Police Athletic League, Inc.

North Palm Beach - The following cities now have archery programs. If you would like to become 
involved in helping to introduce youth to archery through the National Association of Police Athletic 
League, Inc. (PAL) programs, contact Tina Lux, General Manager, PAL, 618 U.S. Highway 1, Suite 
201, North Palm Beach, FL 33408-4609. (561)844-1823.



Columbus, IN 
Phoenix, AZ 
El Centro, CA 
Vernon, NJ 
Armada, MI 
Portsmouth, NH 
Yonkers, NY 
Topeka, KS 
Westfield, NJ 
Odessa, TX 
Ashtabula, OH 
Wilmington, MA 
Brewer, ME 
Absescon, NJ 
West Volusia, FL 
Salinas, CA 
Oakland, CA 
Edmonton, Alberta, CAN

Miami, FL
Wolburn, MA
Paris, TX
Nassau County, NY
Topeka, KS
Egg Harbor Township, NJ
McKinney, TX
Ft. Myers, FL
St. Johns Co., FL
Stimslaus Co., CA
Los Banos, CA
Newark, OH
Reading, PA
St. Petersburg, FL
Flint, MT
South Lake Tahoe, CA
Salinas, CA

 

United States National Archery Association 

Salt Lake - The World Indoor Championships will be held in 
Istanbul, Turkey this March. The United States will be 

represented by Dee Wilde, Michael Hendrikse, Tom Crowe, 
Glenda Penaz, Teresa Berthold, Jamie Van Natta, Butch 
Johnson, Mike Gerard, Shane Parker, Julie Nelson, Lori 

Mitchell and Jo Malahy. There are four divisions (Compound 
Men and Women, Olympic Men and Women) represented at 

these World Championships hosted by FITA, the 
International Olympic Archery Federation. The National 

Archery Association held the team trials in Salt Lake City 
this past January, hosted by Salt Lake Archery. Good Luck! For more information contact the NAA 

at, One Olympic Plaza, Colorado Springs, CO 80909. 



 

VIDEOS APPROVED BY (IBEP) INTERNATIONAL BOWHUNTER EDUCATION 
PROGRAM
“An Introduction to Bowhunting” by Alan Madison Productions
“Bowhunting, A Timeless Tradition” by Nebraska’s Game & Fish Commission
“Responsible Shot Placement for Bowhunting” by Precision Shooting Equipment

EXPANDED YOUTH CAMPS IN ‘97

In 1996, the National Archery Association (NAA) sponsored five JOAD Camps for youngsters in 
various locations around the country. While this was an increase over the prior year, our goal is to 
vastly increase the number in 1997 and with the help of the NAA clubs, this mission is possible! The 
NAA will continue to support the National JOAD camp system at the Lake Placid and ARCO 
Olympic Training Centers. These camps are generally limited to those JOAD archers who have 
attained a certain level of proficiency within the JOAD program. Since there is a need to develop 
JOAD shooters at all levels, the NAA is encouraging clubs to promote short-term local or regional 
mini-camps or day camps for all JOADers interested in advancing their skills. NAA clubs interested 
in hosting such camps should contact Jackie Fiala, JOAD Committee Chair (201)701-1251, or the 
NAA office (719)578-4576 for more detailed information. JOAD archers are the future of our 
national archery program. Won’t you lend a hand today?

NATIONAL ARCHERY HOTLINE
1-800-461-2728
Where archers can find out their local archery dealer, range, club, bowhunting seasons, and lots 
more.

ASA INKS MULTI YEAR DEAL FOR PENNZOIL 3-D 
CHALLENGE SERIES

The Archery Shooters Association (ASA) Pro/Am Tournament Tour will take on a new look in 1997 
as Pennzoil and ASA join forces to create the Pennzoil 3-D Challenge Series. This is the first of 
several 1997 programs that will further confirm ASA’s reputation for the biggest pay backs, bonuses, 
and tournament purses for all divisions of competition, in the history of archery. This program is tied 



to the new Pennzoil corporate initiative titled ‘Responsible Outdoor Education’, and establishes 
Pennzoil’s support of the growing popularity in archery.

Mike Tyrell, President of ASA states, “ASA is taking the next step in building and increasing 
amateur and entry level participation in 3-D archery and 3-D events. The Pennzoil 3-D Challenge 
Series will provide very attractive benefits and bonuses at all levels of competition, plus special 
programs and incentives for ASA members, dealers, and clubs that will increase 3-D participation 
and bring new faces into the sport. We are proud to be participating in Pennzoil’s ‘Responsible 
Outdoor Education’, and we are pleased that archery is receiving stronger recognition from Corporate 
America.”

The Pennzoil 3-D Challenge Series features ASA event participation and promotional programs that 
influence all facets of ASA from the Professional and Amateur level to the novice and the 
bowhunter. The Series includes new programs and a continuance of various successful ASA 
programs including:

• The Pennzoil 2400 High Points Bonus (Amateurs Only)
• The Pennzoil $10,000 Challenge (Amateurs Only)
• The Pennzoil 3-D Challenge Bonus Series

In addition to the Pennzoil 3-D Challenge Series, ASA has developed several new programs for ’97 
that will feature other sponsors as well as Pennzoil. Again, these programs focus on promoting the 
sport, increase amateur level participation, and attracting the bowhunter and novice archers to 3-D 
events. These programs include:

• Trebark, Pennzoil ‘Bowhunter Challenge’ ;
• The Pennzoil USA 3-D Demonstration Team
• ASA ‘Team Scramble’
• ASA ‘Shooter Pack’

For membership, tournament, club, and additional ASA information, please contact the ASA 
Headquarters at (912)686-7402. For more details on the news release, please contact David Foster at 
(770)795-0232.



NAA NEWS 

Archery Selects Sheri Rhodes as Director of Development 
and Training

December 6, 1996. Colorado Springs, Colorado

The National Archery Association of the United States, 
founded in 1879, has appointed Sheri Rhodes of Gilbert, 
Arizona as Director of Development and Training. A primary 
responsibility of this staff position is oversight of all Elite 
athlete training. However, the job also encompasses the larger 
responsibility of overseeing program development for all 
archery training throughout the United States, from local 
Championship events and Olympic competition. FITA is the 
International Government Body for the sport of archery and is 
based in Lausanne, Switzerland.

Rhodes comes to the NAA from a two-year assignment as Archery Competition Manager for the 
Centennial Olympic Games held last summer in Atlanta.

“Sheri brings to the NAA a wealth of archery experience including the many years she served as 
Archery Coach of the very successful Arizona State University archery team in Tempe, AZ”, stated 
Bob Balink, Executive Director of the NAA. “We had several outstanding candidates for the job but 
we couldn’t be more pleased than to have Sheri take charge of the critical area,” he continued. The 
U.S. won Gold Medals this year in the Men’s Individual and Team competitions at the ‘96 Summer 
Olympic Games.

Since 1982, Rhodes has served as a US National Archery Team and other World Championship 
event teams. She is an NAA Certified Master Coach.

During the next four years, Sheri will oversee the Resident Athlete program while working out of the 
NAA’s office at the Easton Archery Complex at the ARCO Training Center in Chula Vista, 
California. She will also serve as staff liaison to the Coaches Development Committee, the Athlete 
Training Committee and other appropriate NAA committees and groups.

Information regarding the NAA’s Resident Athlete program can be obtained by writing or calling; 

Sheri Rhodes, Director of Development and Training
National Archery Association 



c/o ARCO Training Center 
1750, Wueste Road, Chula Vista, CA 91915 
Tel (619)482-6156 Fax (619)482-6157

or by contacting the NAA, One Olympic Plaza, Colorado Springs, CO 80909 (719)578-4576



SPECIAL FEATURE 

More Fun Than a Bowhunter Should Be Allowed

by Robert Anderson, Executive Director
National Bowhunter Education Foundation 

What’s fun, and makes you a better bowhunter? 3D 
shoots, practice, time in the field, and... bowhunter 
education! Bowhunter Education? Fun? YES! 

The National Bowhunter Education Foundation (NBEF), in 
existence for almost 20 years, educates almost 75,000 
bowhunters each year in 20 countries. Some are young, but 
unlike hunter education programs, most bowhunter education 
students are all ages, from all backgrounds, and all 
experience levels. The International Bowhunter Education 
Program (IBEP) is taught in all 50 states, 10 Canadian 
provinces, Mexico, and 17 countries in Europe and Africa, 
and in all these places the one thing students have in common 

is the desire to be better bowhunters by taking their bowhunting more seriously.

The 10 to 12 hour class recognizes the old adage about the brain absorbing only what the, er, 
hindquarter, can endure. IBEP Instructors are highly trained in teaching methods and exercises that 
keep the class fast moving and fun. They also know it’s more effective to show rather than tell, so the 
main points come from hands-on experience. It’s not enough to know that the arrow needs to pass 
through the vitals; how about using stick-on organs to assemble a whitetail’s vitals! How well do you 
read sign? Find out on the simulated game trail and blood trail! Why should you limit your shooting 
distance? How can a safety harness not only keep you from falling from a tree but actually improve 
your hunting? We’ll show you! You might even shoot at a steel deer target to see if you can sail an 
arrow through the open vital area!

The NBEF has a saying—“The future of bowhunting depends on bowhunter education”. This is 
much more than simple self-importance. It’s a reminder of just how high the stakes are for 
bowhunting these days. It’s a fact. Most of the objections raised by the anti-hunting movement stem 
from the skill levels and ethics of bowhunters in the field. Education is the best, most pro-active 
strategy for turning this around. But more importantly, by really discussing the sentiments of the non-
hunting public—that 80% of the population who will ultimately decide our fate—bowhunter 
education can go a long way toward keeping their support.

Does it work? Recently a state kept records on a limited access bowhunt. All participants had to log 



in and log out through the same check station. Bowhunter education graduates took few shots... and 
harvested more game. In fact, since the first study of the program more than 10 years ago, graduates 
of the IBEP have consistently out-bowhunted non-graduates, with a success rate of around 25% 
versus less than 12% for non-graduates!

Find out more about bowhunter education in your area by calling the NBEF at (970)635-1994. If you 
would like information on clubs, ranges, and hunting seasons, call the AMO/NBEF Archery Hotline 
at 1-800-461-2728. It truly is more fun than a bowhunter should be allowed to have!

 

Bowhunting Organizations

Becoming an Outdoors Woman
College of Natural Resources,UWSP
Stevens Point, WI 54481 

Bowhunters of North America
P.O. Box 1702
Bismarck, ND 58502

Int’l Hunter Education Association
PO Box 490
Willington, CO 80549

National Bowhunter Education 
Foundation
249B, E. 29th Street, #503
Loveland, CO 80538

Nat'l Crossbow Hunters Organization
4741 S.R. 107NE
Washington C.H., OH 43160

National Poaching Hotline
(800)800-WARDEN

 

Physically Challenged 
Bowhunters of America
RD #1, Box 470
New Alexandriea, PA 15670 

Pope & Young Club
15, E. 2nd Street
Chatfield, MN 55923

Professional Bowhunters Society
PO Box 246
Terrell, NC 28882

Safari Club International
32045, DeQuindre
Madison Heights, MI 48071

The National Crossbowman
398, E. State Street
Kennett Square, PA 19346

World Bowhunter Association
205, Pleasant Avenue
Park Rapids, MN 56470
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Aim Hard
Robert Ragsdale, Archery Consultant

Robert ‘Bob’ Ragsdale former Archery Engineer, and active 
hunting and competition archer for over 35 years, shares his 
knowledge of compound archery and shooting skills to help 
others enjoy the sport of archery. 

I often remind someone that archery is a recreational sport, not self 
defense. That is, you don’t have to be any more serious than you 
want to be, it’s not a life or death situation. Since the natural 
tendency for most of us is to judge our level of enjoyment by our 
shooting accuracy, I also like to point out that you can pursue it in 
a realistic and fun fashion, or you can live in a dream world and 
end up extremely frustrated. Take my word for it, taking the 

industry hype and rumors seriously and expecting to buy success over the counter rather than by earning it 
by hard work is not the supreme formula for success.

I have a list of 10 profound statements that I call “Robert’s Rules of Archery” which I profess can be used 
as a guide in most situations encountered in archery. Number 4 reads, “Work with the attitude that the bow 
is not capable of making a mistake, but the archer is, while also attending to every need of the bow.” In 
this article the point I’m making is that no different than a fine rifle, the bow can only be prepared up to a 
certain point and then suddenly everything is up to you. The key word being, “everything”.

If you want to continue to improve, number 2 says, “There’s no such thing as close enough, it’s either a 
hit or a miss and there is nothing in between.” If you can’t take a pencil and paper right now and draw 
your sight picture in every detail for every shot you make, you’re not aiming, you’re just pointing. 
Shooting a slingshot or throwing a rock is pointing, it’s certainly not precision aiming. Shooting a rifle or 
pistol is aiming and everyone readily understands that when the sights are not precisely on the target or if 
we are moving as we pass the target and shoot we can expect to miss. I wonder why so many forget that 
when they take up the bow, nothing changes.



Aiming is the name of the game. 
One of my favorite archery myths is the one concerning our string mounted peep sights which says, “your 
eye automatically centers up in the middle”. Excuse me? Take a look at Fig. E and say that. That’s the 
kind of thing someone might tell the guy he intends to beat, let him believe that, not me. Ever watched 
those really good top shooters? When they are standing there so long, so motionless and so seriously, the 
bulk of what they are concentrating on is their sight picture. Studying it in every detail, like you do with 
the crosshairs in your 6 power rifle scope. You try to slice that paper pie plate into 4 equal pieces to hit 
exactly in the middle, not just somewhere close, right?

Call your shots.
In military rifle training, after every shot you are required to “call your shot” and mark it in the logbook 
and then when the actual marker comes up to also mark where it actually hit. The concept being of course 
to force us to remember exactly what the sight picture looked like when the weapon fired. I’d suggest you 
try to remember each shot’s sight picture in detail and “call it” to a helper while practicing or to yourself 
when around others. It may do wonders for your intensity of attending to business rather than dreaming up 
some excuse you can’t substantiate anyway. After you’ve called it “slightly high-right” and look to see the 
arrow sticking exactly there enough times you’ll begin to “get the picture”.

Referring to Fig. H, we can learn to think about where our shots hit and why. Personally I love to shoot 3D 
targets at unknown distances, but the one thing I hate is that I am never quite sure why I hit it and never 
quite sure why I missed it and I prefer to know exactly what happened on every shot I make. Analyzing 
the arrow in the photograph that missed to the right, it may have happened like this, in the most likely 
order.

1. My sights were well aligned but that’s exactly where they were pointing when the bow fired.
2. I was aligned deep in the right side of the peep sight picture hole.
3. I had the bow canted, with the top limb off to the right.



Figure H

4. There was a left to right wind that I was unaware of that carried 
the arrow downwind to that point.
5. I goofed and shot my arrow number ‘6’ which has a problem 
and always shoots to the right.

Interesting isn’t it, just thinking through this common “miss” off to 
the right. No matter how good you get, with an attitude like this 
you can continue to improve or at least maintain your status.

Bob and Michelle in a team event in Arizona 

“Aiming is 
everything” is 
certainly not 
always true, but 
consider that it is 
when all the other 
variables are 

under control. How would you feel if I asked you to shoot 
this custom high powered rifle that had just set the 
world’s benchrest small group record the previous day 
and I said I expected you to shoot groups just as small? 
Immediately you’d begin to realize that even if you could 
match the rifleman’s trigger squeeze, breath control and 
follow through you’d never be able to match his intricate 
aiming technique. You would simply not be able to aim 
well enough and quickly understand that you are getting only the accuracy you have earned and no more. 
You’d knuckle down and try harder on the next shot, not immediately start dreaming up excuses and crank 
on the sight after every shot, adjust the bullet powder load or bend on the barrel or whatever like so many 
archers are prone to do.

For all the impatient “type A’s” and tinkerer’s, remember, “one arrow does not make a group”. 

Have fun shooting and remember to “Aim Hard”.
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Who Shoots 3-D?

by Randy Chappell, Pro Shooter

After being around archery and archery clubs as 
much as I have been over the years, I’ve seen 
about all types of archery enthusiasts. As a 
resident Pro from Two Flags Archery Club in 
New Castle Virginia we are constantly amazed at 
the variety of customers we have from all walks 
of life. Some of you would no doubt be amazed 
yourself if you were to spend a couple of days in a 
full-service archery pro shop that would be 
similar to ours. For those of you not completely 
aware of these types of people, I will try to 
explain more about them.

BOWHUNTERS
Probably the top contender for numero uno customer 
is the bowhunter. Their diligent pursuit of game and 
total dedication to the sport make them valuable 
customers. They are the clientele most pro shops 
cater to.

With the number of bowhunters in the millions, it is 
easy to see why shops everywhere look forward to 
the hunting seasons. But even before the first day of 

hunting season, these loyal to the sport are always looking for ways to improve their chances of 
success come next fall. A new sight, a new arrow rest, a new release or perhaps even a new bow; 
whatever it takes to swing the odds more in their favor, you can be sure they will take a close, serious 
look at it.

When it comes to practice, they will always show up 2-3 weeks before hunting season. This does not 
mean, however, that they do not practice throughout the year. Sure they do! But not with the same 
intensity level. As you watch them practice on the 3-D targets throughout the range, you can see their 
adrenaline skyrocket, which is also known as buck fever. You must remember now that we are 
talking about the pure bowhunter, not the guy or gal who uses both hunting and 3-D for 



entertainment. That is a whole different subject I will discuss later.

Ask a bowhunter what is the latest news and advertisement of product in his or her favorite hunting 
magazine and they will be quick to tell you. Stories about monster bucks, record book animals and of 
course the one that got away soon have total control of the conversation.

Ask them what equipment innovations they have seen lately. Suddenly you have opened a “new can 
of worms”, so to speak. What about the new range finding sight from Browning? Or the new “speed-
nok” from T.R.U. Ball? What about all the split limb bows now so prevalent in the market place?

We now have a more educated individual when it comes to new design and technology, unlike in the 
past when one simply walked into a pro shop and stared at the display board behind the shop owner’s 
counter to see if anything new had come in, as if mysteriously appearing since the last visit to the 
shop.

Manufacturers now use the media more extensively to better inform us of the newest advancements 
in our equipment. This is good. A bowhunter must use all of his or her skills to harvest game; and if 
new equipment helps to do that, then we owe it to them to better educate each and everyone about it.

3-D COMPETITORS
Here we start to see the type of shooters that are 
drawn to these 3-D targets almost as much as the 
pure bowhunter is to the real thing. There just seems 
to be something magical about the targets, the way 
they lure you to them. This is the person we will 
discuss now.

This type of archer is serious. You can see it as they 
come through the shop door. Milling around as if 
dazed by the air of the other shooters awaiting the 
challenge of the course. Each one anxiously looking 
at new equipment and the prospect of maybe 
increasing their potential score by even just a few 
points.

Although they will be competing against each other, 
they also have an inner competition going on. So herein lies the reason for their all consuming desire 
to improve. Try this. Try that. We make small adjustments to fine tune even the most perfectly tuned 
bow.

Probably by now you are getting the idea of what all these individuals have in common. It is their 
pursuit of personal accomplishment. Each person totally different but at the same time each sharing a 



common goal.

As the bowhunter practices with a pure hunting setup, we now have those who are using more 
specialized gear. Fast, accurate bow and arrow combinations are put to the task of scoring points, not 
game. Each arrow, point and fletching combo is tested and retested. Any change in grouping is 
readily noticed and recorded. If improvement is noted, then the change will be implemented 
immediately. After all, there are points at stake, right? Maybe even more important than points is 
personal pride and gratification. Depending on the competition, maybe even bragging rights. 
Whatever the reason, we search for continuing perfection in our shooting. The 3-D competitor 
exemplifies the search for perfection. He or she must deliver one shot perfectly executed on each and 
every target.

Let me just briefly put that in perspective for you. You walk up to the stake briefly noticing the 
footing, more than likely it will be uneven. Next you are gazing at the target’s angle, lighting, 
yardage, whether it is downhill, uphill or on a sidehill and the location of the scoring ring. These are 
samples of the ingredients used in preparation for making the shot. With all these variables in place, 
you walk up to the stake, draw, aim and make a perfect release. With the arrow now launched, as it 
glides its way to the intended target, you are once again confronted with the whole scenario - hoping 
everything was right and maybe you will hit that little twelve ring. Surely it will be no worse than a 
ten! Thump! The arrow has landed. Well, you did everything right and got the score you wanted; so 
now you feed all the information into your human computer so that it can be applied to each target 
thereafter.

If you can do this and do it consistently, you will be well on your way to becoming a top 3-D shooter. 
Whether at the club level, state level, or the national level, consistency is the key to success.

In conclusion, we can see that no particular person can be pinpointed or labeled for being a 3-D 
shooter. Rather, all types of people young, old, male, and female can and do compete at this 
wonderful game. All are in quest of similar goals, skills and probably foremost, fun.

I sincerely hope you have enjoyed having just a little insight into the world of a 3-D shooter.



3-D Organizations

For local, national, and international 3-D 
information, contact the following 3-D 
organizations.

Archery Shooters Association (ASA)
P.O. Box 5078
Nashville, GA 31639
(912)686-7402

Buckmasters
10350, Highway 80 East
Montgomery AL 36117
(334)215-3505 ext. 220

International Bowhunters Organization (IBO)
PO Box 398
Vermilion, OH 44089
(216)967-2137

Sportsman’s Quest - North American 
Bowhunter
1115, Illinois Street
Sidney, NE 69162
(800)224-4990



MENTAL SKILLS 

Bows, Arrows, and the Mind

by Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.
Mental Skills Consultant with the 1996 Olympic Archery Team

During a competition, are you  or ?

Have you ever found yourself shooting well when you are practicing alone and then, when your 
coach approaches to watch you and provide some tips, suddenly it seems as though you forgot how to 
shoot? Have you ever shot really good in practice the day before a tournament and then, during the 
actual tournament, shot poorly? This phenomenon is actually quite common in sports. If it has 
happened to you then you are not alone. There is certainly nothing “wrong” with you. Often, when 
being observed by your coach or shooting in a tournament, you are feeling pressure to perform better. 
Suddenly you realize that your shots may bring approval from your coach or count towards a score. 
This realization changes what usually occurs in your mind (positive thoughts turn to negative 
thoughts), which physiologically changes the state of your muscles (relaxed muscles turn to tight 
muscles), which then changes how you shoot. The good news is that you can change this 
phenomenon!

The exact percentage that the mind plays in executing a good shot is debatable. Some archers think it 
is as high as 90% and others think it is as low as 20%. Although it may be difficult to know the exact 
percentage, the mind and mental approach taken in archery are undoubtedly important. The hours and 
weeks and months we spend shooting arrows and perfecting our physical skills will not be reflected 
in our performance if we are thinking negatively, losing concentration, feeling unfocused, and 
doubting our abilities. Thus, it is just as important to practice what sport psychologists call “mental 
skills training” as it is to practice shooting.

The field of sport psychology is rapidly growing. Sport psychology concepts and mental skills 
training can help archers, at any age and any ability level, to reach their shooting-potential. This is 
done by teaching archers to control their thoughts, feelings, and arousal levels. For example, let’s say 
you are standing on the shooting line waiting for a shoot-off to begin with someone who has always 
beat you in the past. You may feel nervous and notice that your heart is racing, palms are sweating, 
legs shaking, and it is difficult to breathe. You may say to yourself, “I hate this! How am I supposed 
to beat this guy when I know that he is better than me?” You may assume that you are nervous 
because you have a challenging shoot-off; in other words the shoot-off, or event, is causing the 



nervousness, or reaction (see Figure 1). In my experience, many archers assume that this cause-and-
effect relationship exists. There is something, however, very important between the event and the 
reaction - YOU! (see Figure 2). By practicing mental skills training and learning to control your 
thoughts, feelings, and beliefs, you can change your reaction to any event. Using the previous 
example, instead of getting frustrated and believing you will lose, you can say to yourself, “Even 
though this guy has beat me up to this point, that does not mean he can or will today. I will focus on 
shooting my best by breathing deeply into my diaphragm before each shot, concentrating on feeling 
my shot, and being aware of my back tension during the execution.”

Figure 1

Event >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Reaction

Figure 2

Event >>>>>>>>>Your thoughts, feelings, beliefs >>>>>>>>> Reaction

This should be good news for archers! If it was true that the event caused the reaction, then we would 
all be mercy of the event. Instead, each of us can control our reactions to events and have a better 
chance of shooting at our potential.

The impact of a strong mind on sport performance is most obvious at the elite level. Think about the 
archers who compete at the Olympics. Each one has the best equipment available, has years of 
experience shooting, and has perfected their skills. All else being equal, what divides one archer from 
another? The top archers are those who have strong minds and the ability to handle the pressure. 
They consciously take control of the things that are in their control (such as their thoughts and 
arousal level) and let go of the things they have no control over (such as what their coach does or 
doesn’t do, the weather, their opponent’s behavior, etc.). They are able to ignore the things that could 
distract them from shooting their best.

There are some myths about mental skills training that seem to prevent some archers from practicing 
them (from Foundations of Sport and Exercise Psychology, Weinberg & Gould (Ed.), 1995):

Myth 1: Mental skills training is only for “problem” athletes, or those with psychological problems.
Truth: Mental skills training is meant to build upon strengths that the archer already has. Only about 
10% of athletes need help from a clinical sport psychologist for problem behaviors or mental 
disorders, such as depression and eating disorders.

Myth 2: Mental skills training is only for elite archers.



Truth: Any age and ability level can benefit from mental skills training. The whole idea is to 
improve performance and personal growth for anyone that is motivated to do so!

Myth 3: Mental skills training is not useful. 
Truth: There is substantial evidence from research and reports from archers to show that mental 
skills training can enhance performance.

Myth 4: Developing mental skills is easy and quickly improves performance.
Truth: Mental skill takes time to develop, just as learning to shoot a bow takes time. If we expect to 
learn how to stay calm under pressure and keep our focus at all times without practice, we can set 
ourselves up for disappointment.

Myth 5: Psychological skills are unchangeable.
Truth: It may seem like famous athletes are naturally tough and competitive, but even they had to 
learn and develop those skills, just as you do.

Myth 6: There is not time for mental skills 
training. 
Truth: It is true that most of us lead very 
busy lives and hardly have enough time to 
practice shooting. However, if you look at 
the reasons why one’s performance is not at 
their potential, the reasons are usually 
psychological. Examples might include 
choking, not being “up” for shooting, being 
too nervous, or losing focus. Just 
remember, physical skills are useless 
without the mental techniques to apply 
them accurately!

If you are interested in learning more about mental skills training, there are some very good resources 
available today, such as books, local conferences, and university courses. If you are a coach you 
might consider contacting a sport psychology consultant in your area to work with archers as a group, 
or individually. Make sure that the consultant has either a Ph.D. in sport or clinical psychology and 
has experience working with athletes. Additionally, future editions of Archery Focus will have 
articles offering specific information about mental skills training and enhancing your performance. 

Good luck!
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Resident Athlete Program
ARCO Training Centre - Easton Archery Complex 

by Sheri Rhodes,
Director of Development and Training for the National Archery 

Association

Have you ever wondered what it takes to be an Olympic 
Athlete?
The answer is quality management, training, and practice, practice, 
practice. You can find all of these specific programs at the ARCO 
Training Center in Chula Vista, California. 

The primary objective of the Resident Athlete Program at the U.S. 
Olympic Training Center is to provide an appropriate and 
encouraging environment for the athletic and personal development 
of Olympic and Pan American athletes.

What are the 
requirements of a 
Resident Athlete 

Participant?
Resident athlete applicants must be at least 15 years of age, hold a 
current United States citizenship, and be eligible to represent the 
U.S.A. in the next Olympics or Pan American Games in their sport. 
Applicants accepted into residency must be endorsed by their 
National Governing Body, which is the National Archery 
Association for the United States, as having strong potential for 
participation in future Olympic Games. In the United States, 
athletes must be ranked in the top 20 seniors or top 10 juniors 
nationally to be endorsed for acceptance.

Athletes are expected to demonstrate progress in training and competition which includes reaching competition 
goals established by the athlete and coach(es) for the year. Progress in International standings are a consideration in 
evaluating both program and individual resident athlete renewals. Progress and performance standards are reported 
twice each year.

Each athlete must have a Personal Development Plan (PDP). Athletes must be attending school or employed part 
time, and participate in community service activities in addition to their training. Resident athletes participate in a 
minimum of 5 hours of MEDALS (Management, Empowerment, Development of Athlete Life Skills) workshops 
which serve to enhance, fulfil and supplement their PDP. PDP reports are submitted twice yearly by each athlete 
with guidance and approval from their coaches.



The Fifth World Junior Championships - July 1996

How can I qualify to be a Resident Athlete?
If your skill level fits one of the following three areas then you 
would be eligible to sign-up as a Resident Athlete.

Olympic: Athletes who currently meet the performance criteria to 
compete in the upcoming Olympics, Pan American Games or FITA 
World Championships.

National: Senior National Team members and/or athletes who have 
been selected for international competition at major events (other 
than those listed above) within the 1997-2000 quadrennium.

Junior National: Junior National Team members and/or athletes who have been selected for, or are eligible for, 
international competition within the 1997-2000 quadrennium.
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What type of training is offered to a Resident Athlete?
There are three different participation levels:

1) Permanent Resident (PRA): An athlete who lives on complex and plans to live and train at the OTC for a period 
of at least 4 continuous weeks. These athletes will train under the supervision of the Resident Director (RD) and will 
follow the RA training schedule.

2) Temporary Resident: An athlete who stays on complex, but is training for a period of less than 4 weeks. 
Temporary RA’s may choose to follow the PRA training schedule or are entitled to submit their own for approval by 
the RD. A minimum of 30 hours of training per week are required for Temporary RA’s. These athletes have full 
privileges to the OTC facilities and dining hall.

3) Day Pass: An athlete who trains on OTC facilities but lives off-site. These athletes have full facility privileges 
excluding the dining hall.

Here is an example of a Resident Athlete’s typical week:

Monday - Wednesday - Friday

7:00 a.m. Meet outside dorm rooms
Short warm-up
Lower body stretch
Cardio exercise - choice of run, walk, bicycle, LifeCycle, etc.

8:00 a.m. Breakfast together

9:00 a.m. Archery range
Mental training or group discussion (15 minutes)
Warm-up with upper body stretch (15 minutes)



9:30 - 11:30 a.m. Organized team practice

Remainder of day Work, school, individual practice 

Tuesday - Thursday

8:00 a.m. Breakfast together

8:45 a.m. Archery range
Mental training or group discussion (15 minutes)
Warm-up with full body stretch (15 minutes)

9:30 - 11:30 a.m. Organized team practice

Remainder of day Work, school, individual practice, weight training

Weekly Team Meeting

5:30 p.m. Tuesdays



PRODUCT NEWS 

Product News 

1997 Cobra Signature Series Summit 
Hunter Sight

Cobra Introduces Summit Hunter Sight For 
Speed Bows 

Cobra designed the original Crestline Hunter as a rugged, 
super-light hunting sight for the Signature Series being sold 
through archery dealers. Now a new version, the Summit 
Hunter, has been introduced for the fast bow/light arrow 
combinations that require the tightest pin gaps.

“We let people know the Crestline Hunter was a very 
simple, rugged sight for hunters, not one intended for high 
speed bows”, Engineering Manager Ray Meicke said. “But 
what we heard back from competitive shooters was that it 

was everything they wanted in a sight for the bowhunter classes, except the pins couldn’t be set close 
enough”. Cobra addressed that concern in the Summit Hunter’s design, by adding a second, angled 
pin track. The new sight is capable of near-zero-gap pin spacing, yet at 5 ounces may be the lightest 
full-featured pin sight on the market.

The Summit Hunter is available in a choice of two finishes and two pin styles. In addition to the 
classy Shadow Gray anodize introduced on the Crestline Hunter in 1996, Cobra will offer the 
Summit Hunter in the new MOSSBACK finish. Produced through a splash anodize process, 
MOSSBACK camouflages your sight with four colors that blend perfectly with today’s most popular 
patterns. Unlike painted or dipped camo finishes, MOSSBACK colors are etched into the metal for 
lasting good looks.

Bowhunters who want the utmost in rugged reliability can choose the Summit Hunter with bead-style 
pins formed from an alloy of beryllium and copper that rivals spring steel in its toughness. Tapering 
from their square brass bases, the beryllium copper pins end in a fine, .050 inch high visibility bead. 
Those who prefer a light-gathering aim point can purchase the sight with TKO pins. The TKO pins 
are drilled at the base and tip to accept a loop of light-gathering optical fiber. Since the loop is in the 
plane of the pin, all the shooter’s eye sees is the brilliant aim point.

The Summit Hunter sight starts with a bracket and extension bar formed from a single block of 6000-
Series aluminum alloy. The windage slide, pin guard and body are machined from aluminum in 
Cobra’s own modern production plant outside Tulsa, Oklahoma. To fit the wide variety of bow risers 
in use today, the Summit Hunter offers a wide adjustment range. Coarse windage adjustments are 



made by mounting the body to different holes on the windage slide, while fine adjustments are made 
by loosening a single screw and sliding the entire sight body left or right on its dovetail mount. There 
is 1-1/4 inch of coarse elevation adjustment between the sight pin mounting bar and windage slide, 
and the pins have another 2-1/4 inch of travel within the bar. There is even a feature to allow you to 
cant the sight body on its extension, to match a particular riser or shooting style.

Available from full-service dealers that stock the Cobra Signature Series, the Summit Hunter is 
backed by a worry-free warranty. If any part ever fails due to a defect in materials or workmanship, 
return the sight to the factory for free replacement or repair. For more details, write for the 
company’s 1997 catalogs. Send $2.50 for shipping and handling to Cobra Manufacturing, P.O. Box 
667, Bixby, OK 74008.

Bohning’s Expanded Line of Quality Nocks

Lake City, MI -The Bohning Company Ltd. has been 
manufacturing nocks for over 15 years, always striving to 
meet changing demands of the archer. Our own tool & die 
and plastic injection molding expertise bring you the 
following four nocks made to the highest quality standards 
while providing the best value. The four styles of Bohning nocks, including our latest addition, the 
Signature, have been designed to meet the individual performance needs of various archer’s to 
include all facets of archery. Our extensive array of available colors and sizes offer choices for every 
taste and application. All Bohning nocks are designed to fit center servings which conform to AMO 
standards.

Signature Nock - Specifically designed to fit Easton’s U.N.I. Bushing™ system, this 
nock has the same great design as the Bohning ‘T’ nock, which means ‘Tite’. A raised 
‘B’ on each nock lets you know it is backed by 50 years of quality workmanship.

Legend II - Designed by former Olympic Archery Coach, Al Henderson. A very 
accurate, durable nock for all shooting styles.

Classic Nock - A very aerodynamic nock with precise tolerances. Designed to quietly 
snap onto the string and release faster when shot.

‘T’ Nock - Created to address contemporary archery needs, especially the short axle-to-
axle compound bows which create more radical string angles at full draw.

Apex - The Bohning Carbon Nock - filling the demand for a high quality, inexpensive 
outsert nock.



Golden Eagle Xact Timing™

Golden Eagle Revolutionizes the High 
Performance Bow Industry with Xact 
Timing™

Odessa, FL - Golden Eagle Industries introduces Xact 
Timing™ on its high performance bows to eliminate timing 
problems.

Bows with two cams are the fastest on today’s market. But 
in archery, high performance has always been synonymous 
with high-maintenance. If both eccentrics on a hot, two-cam 
bow don’t turn together - in exact synchronization - erratic 
arrow flight will result and tuning your bow becomes nearly 
impossible. Speed, accuracy, penetration and let-off are all 
adversely affected.

Golden Eagle’s simple and revolutionary Xact Timing 
permits even novice bowhunter to quickly detect a timing 

problem, then easily correct it, even while in the field.

Using two easy-to-use wrenches supplied with the bow, the shooter simply loosens a screw and 
rotates the Xact Timing feature on one cam or wheel to bring it into perfect synchronization with the 
other. Since it is unnecessary to relieve the tension on the bow’s harnesses, field repair becomes a 
breeze. No more twisting, shimming or tweaking. Just a slight turn of a wrench and you’re back “in 
time”.

Golden Eagle’s Xact Timing system offers an alternative to the slower single-cam bows by solving 
the problem of wheel timing. Xact Timing is available on most Golden Eagle high performance 
bows.

Golden Eagle/Satellite Archery manufactures the industry’s most technologically advanced bows, 
broadheads, arrow components and accessories for today’s discriminating archer.

Brunton Adds to Lite Tech Line

Riverton, Wyoming - The Brunton Company announces the newest addition to their highly 



successful LITE TECH line. Early last year, Brunton 
introduced the first of its Lite-Tech series with a 10x25 and 
8x25 nitrogen filled waterproof compact binoculars. The 
clarity, quality and price made these compacts an instant 
winner. To complete the line, a full size binocular 
assortments added to include the new Lite Tech model 4055, 
7x35 and the Model 4056, 10x50.

These new full sized binoculars offer Bk-7 prisms and a fully 
multi-coated optical system. Each one comes with rubber 
armor coating which protects the binocular from all of life’s 
little bumps and bruises. You won’t miss a thing when using these exceptional optics because they 
also come with an extra wide field of view, neck strap, lens covers, cleaning cloth, and a carrying 
case. Now Brunton offers a complete selection of high quality binoculars that will fit any price range 
from the Eterna Series with all the features of the Lite-Tech Series for the price conscious buyer.

Need questions answered before you purchase your next set of binoculars? Please call our technical 
staff here at Brunton. We don’t just sell binoculars, we design the binoculars that sell. Our staff is 
waiting for your call from 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. Just call 1-307-856-6559 
or Fax us at 1-307-856-1840 or E-mail us at Brunton@wyoming.com.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
EXIT 
PUPIL

NEAR 
FOCUS

FIELD 
of 
VIEW

WEIGHT

4055 7x35 5 mm 18 ft. 494 ft. 30 oz.

4056 10x50 5 mm 24 ft. 494 ft. 34 oz.

Kolpin Adds Edge to Broadhead Line 

Fox Lake, WI - Kolpin Manufacturing’s broadhead line features new Edge as well as the popular 
Twister broadheads.

Both Edge and Twister broadheads are designed to give bowhunters a quick, clean and humane 
harvest of the animal. The new Edge broadheads have a straight-blade configuration that can provide 
the penetration and deep-cutting power needed to smash through bone. Twister broadheads offer a 



patented offset blade design that “twists in” on impact to 
create larger wound channels. Another purpose of the offset 
blades is to help maintain an exceptionally straight flight 
path.

Kolpin’s exclusive “K” blade design is incorporated into both 
Edge and Twister broadheads, The “K” blade design 
enhances blade rigidity and strength and reduces wobbling, 
flexing or bending of blades (harmonic distortion) on impact. 
As a result, deeper penetration can be achieved. The blades, 

which are replaceable, are made of stainless steel honed for razor-sharp penetration.

Other features common to both Edge and Twister broadheads include a sleek, high carbon steel chisel 
tip which screws in deep for extra strength and cutting power, and a tapered anodized black ferrule 
constructed of aircraft-grade aluminum.

Edge and Twister broadheads are available in two weights: 100 and 125 grains. The 100-grain 
broadheads have a cutting width of 1-1/8 inch; cutting width of the 125-grain broadheads is 1-3/16 
inch. Blade thickness for both weights is .027 inch.

All Edge and Twister broadheads are hand-inspected to assure quality, accuracy and sharpness. For 
more information, contact Kolpin Manufacturing, Inc., PO Box 107, Fox Lake, WI 53933; (414)928-
3118.

Kolpin Manufacturing, Inc. is a leading producer of hunting and shooting accessories. In addition to 
Edge and Twister broadheads, the Kolpin line includes the exclusive Gun Boot as well as gun and 
bow cases. All Kolpin products are made in the U.S.A.
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